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David & Annie’s story designing, building & living
in round sustainable yurts

Round House

Tto yurt

(verb) To dwell in
circles with social design

yurt. This
This book tells the complete story of the Yurt.
work contains a balance of pictures ,,Interviews,
i
developmental history and graphics guiding the
reader on a journey from the ancient Mongolian
“ger”
structure;- a skin and frame nomadic one
‘ger’ structure
room home through it’s
its evolution and migration into
the modern world. The book describes how this
unique design incorporates a tension band ,rope
or cable at the eaves eliminating the need for a
center pole including a unique central skylight at
the top center of the conical roof which by definition
yurt. This central skylight is
makes this structure a Yurt.
God.’ The ger is the
often called : ‘The
The Eye of God”.
original mobil
structure
is is
thein earliest
mobilehome.
home.This
This
structure
fact the
prefab structure still in use today worldwide.
This wonderful structure has withstood the test of time with it’s use in harsh climates. We will explain how the ger
yurt and how the yurt remains in the for front in modern day living, both for permanent home dwellers
became the Yurt
as well as the new age nomad and for recreational living... The book tracks the evolution of the Early
early nomadic
design as it evolved into the newer more permanent form as an architectural modern yurt home. As quoted in the Wall
Street Journal ‘“The best of the alternative designs.”
designs.’ The book will explain how visionary educator of social designer Bill
Coperthwaite and his student David Raitt developed the frame panel yurt into a viable sustainable modern day Yurt
Design.
Round House design.

yurt is
house
is blending
of history,
andfunction
function.AIt lifestyle
is a lifestyle
encounter
of sococial
design..
The frame panel round
Yurt
a blending
of history,
artartand
encounter
of social
design.
social
design
Explore with us over 4 decades on several continents the stories and picture history of one 17 year old high
yurt imagineer and sustainable builder who helped transition many to yurt. Hear from
school dropout turned Yurt
creating their
own Round
lifestyle.
the yurt people their stories of discovery, ,transition
andvery
creating
their House
very own
yurt lifestyle.
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Frame Panel Round Houses in Australia, California to Maine, Canada ,and
Baja
andMexico
New Zealand
Baja
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Ancient design wisdom from the Steppes of Outer Mongolia

From Ancient design wisdom from the Steppes of outer Mongolia

Text
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To modern day Green
hills To
to the Richmond suburbs
green designs in the California Hills

Bran and Moria’s yurt greenfield ranch

Backyard radio studio in Richmond,Ca.

To Redwood
To
Valley Ca.
California

For the Rocky Creek
Retreat in Anderson
Valley Ca.
California
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Security is a Warm
warm Yurt
Round House

Our story unfolds

Tin Man Tasting Room Anderson Valley ,Ca.

Natural
Lighted
Modern
Frame
Panel
yurts
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According to the customary beliefs of the Mongolian people, the sun represents fire and the moon water. People
who live in a yurt are reminded of these natural elements every time they feel the sun’s warming rays or see the
moon’s cool glow flooding through the round dome ceiling lens. Because of the yurt’s unique design, people who
live in this type of home often say they feel ‘more connected’ with nature. The native American Round House is
a sacred gathering place bringing people together throughout America to honor our Natural world.
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“The first thing I do when I open my eyes in the morning is look
through the skylight above my bed. If it’s clear I see the blue of the
northern Californian sky. If it’s overcast I watch the clouds change
shape. If it’s raining I follow the droplets as they meander across the
dome. If it’s snowing I become mesmerized by the flakes as they
melt on the lens. During the Fall I watch oak leaves gather around
the perimeter before the winter winds blow then away. From below I
sometimes see my cat – Zero, having a great time stretched out on
the warm acrylic or our neighborhood Peacock – Rue Paul, fan his feathers, completely
unaware (perhaps completely aware) that I’m looking at him. At night I look at the stars or
follow the rise of the moon as it casts a psychedelic blue glow across the perimeter walls.
I go about my day-to-day routines bathed in the ever-changing light from above – always
aware of what the Mongolian people call ‘The Eye of God’ watching over me. Within my circle
of life and friends I feel warmth and security, aware of a sense of interconnectivity to the world
around me. I honestly don’t experience these sensations in any living space other than a yurt
– and certainly not in a boring square box.
Likewise, the extraordinary connective-ness of the internet has put at our disposal vast
amounts instantly accessible information. When combined with the arts of contemplation and
reflection, this information can assist us in becoming more considerate, reverent and
responsible – at least in our choice of shelter.
Secondary to this work, but equally important, is a display in CD/DVD picture form. This
is an extensive collection of photographs depicting the amazing existence, growth and
evolution of the ger to the modern day fabric yurt to the framed panel Round House.
This work spans over a 1000 years of history with a focus on the oldest form of indigenous
architecture, social design and simple living still in use today.
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Dedication

Annie Raitt : Mother and Designer, visionary

I wish to show my gratitude and appreciation for my best friend and late first
wife Annie Raitt, mother of two of my boys Bay and Arlen, yurt designer and
visionary for her support and friendship up until her passing in 2007.
Together we modeled a new and still emerging social structure characterized
by co- housing, organic food, autonomous young adult living redefining how
we relate to our children, community retirement villas, village acre
communities, and alternative low impact living with respect for simplicity,
sustainability, and humbleness, winning more battles of the heart. Consistent
with Annie Raitt’s legacy I am proud to be apart of a new breed of heart
warriors presiding over and transforming a sometimes destructive and
greedy society into a more humane, peaceful one with a hands on, heart felt
and compassionate way of living on this earth. My way has been the way of
the yurt. What follows is my story and that of the yurt people we have in part,
helped to aspire for a while with my first wife Annie. David Raitt, March 2018
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Introduction
Round House is in part about the simple connection
between shelter and environment, but as with the
beliefs that gave rise to the yurt dwelling tens of thousands
of years ago, it is also about balance. As the
Mongolians believe, balance is primarily about being
moderate, conscientious and considerate; it is about having
reverence for the Earth – or as most people now call it – ‘the
environment’. Finally, it is about understanding the
importance of taking responsibility for one’s actions. The
Mongolian world view is characterized by a desire to live in
balance with ‘Eternal Heaven’ and ‘Mother Earth’, or between the spiritual world and the natural elements of
air, water and land – the very things that are so necessary for humankind’s continued survival.
According to the customary beliefs of the Mongolian people, the sun represents fire and the moon
water. People who live in a Round House are reminded of these natural elements every time they feel the
sun’s warming rays or see the moon’s cool glow flooding through the round dome ceiling lens. Because of
the Round House’s unique design, people who live in this type of home often say they feel more connected
with nature.
For many people this is a powerful counterpoint to the deep disconnection that is associated with
living in an increasingly urban setting, one characterized by glass, concrete, plastic and fluorescent
lightening, rather than the physical elements: earth, wind, and water.For these reasons, and more, the
increasing popularity of the modern Round House is linked with a growing desire to minimize harm to our
planet by participating in solutions rather than passively accepting the way things are.
The experience of imagining and then building a Round House not only changes the way we think, but
also how we look at the world. Round designs, so dominant both in nature and in indigenous architecture
from the Aboriginal people of Australia to the native Americans of California, inspires us to be different, more
creative, considerate and inclusive. From studios and retreats, from meeting places and music rooms, from
autonomous back yard dwellings for young adults through to seniors’ fully self-contained and sustainable
retirements homes and even planed neighborhood developments, the Round House is eternal.
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31’/41’ Multi Radius New Zealand Round House

Below 26’/31’36’/41’ Multi Radius California Round House
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